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A Little Story About Us 
 

 

WaxXXX (pronounced wax triple x) was founded in 2006 out of a pure love for waxing. 

 

Having observed an industry that seemed content with minimal improvements for many years, our quest was to create a wax that was of a quality 

unparalleled to anything else we had come across in the marketplace. 

 

A wax made purely for the wax technician, yet customizable for our clients.  A premium, yet cost effective, prescriptive waxing system. 

 

WaxXXX is not just about waxing products or about hair removal. It is about understanding the art of hair removal and removing hair with finesse. 

 

We think that the wax industry should be constantly striving for perfection, yet it is full of sales superlatives and bold, ambiguous statements: 

‘finest’, ‘superior’, ‘more luxurious’, ‘exceptional’, ‘ultimate’, ‘best’, to name but a few.  We believe that both our wax and the experience speaks for 

itself; that the proof is in the waxing.  

 

Definitive waxing for us is: the perfect touch, the perfect feel, the perfect result. That’s what WaxXXX is all about. 

 

We are the future of waxing. 
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The WaxXXX Experience 

 
 
 

Xtra Strong 

Our hot waxes provide the strongest grip in the market –  

resulting in a clean yet gentle lift, with no breakage, and no 

hairs left. 
 
 
 

Xtra Smooth 

The lanolin in the wax protects the skin, giving it a supple 

and smooth finish. 
 
 
 

Xtra Soft 

With WaxXXX, the regrowth is softer and finer.  
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WaxXXX makes absolute business sense 
  

 

As our waxes are applied in super thin sheer layers, our waxes are the most profitable premium waxes in the UK.  Here’s why: 

 

A 1kg bag of Perfect Pink costs £33.99 (£40.78 incl vat) and achieves an average of 21 Brazilians*. 

 

That’s a per treatment cost of £1.62 (£1.94 incl vat). 

 

That’s 38% less expensive than WaxU. 

 

That’s 30% less expensive than Lycon. 

 

To achieve the same amount of treatments, here’s what you’d have to spend with them: 

 

WaxU £56.28 (incl vat) 

 

Lycon £53.13 (incl vat) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* that’s an average of 18-24 per kg – it has be known to achieve 25 Brazilians per kg! 
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WaxXXX makes absolute salon sense  
 
 

Through our Education Programme we strive to help your therapists 

master our techniques, and offer continued support, pooling the 

knowledge of our network of Master Trainers worldwide who have 

encountered all situations:  

Happy, confident therapists. 

 

Your clients receive a bespoke, prescriptive waxing treatment, setting 

you apart from the competition:  

Premium service. 
 

About as painless as hot-waxing can be:  

Very happy clients. 
 

Our waxes don’t break leaving bits all over the bed and floor:  

We save you time. 
 

Dries in seconds:  

We save you even more time! 
 

Super strong grip, even down to 1mm:  

No hair breakage, clean lift. 
 

Low maintaining temperature for a more comfortable experience:  

No burning clients. 
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Hot Wax  

Perfect Blue 1000g £33.99 (£40.78 incl vat) 

The strong polymers in this formula provide flexibility, whist lanolin soothes the skin during 

treatment. This wax is most suitable for use on long hairs in all areas. Quick drying, 

without breaking, means no more mess! 

Formulated from natural ingredients. 

* Suitable for long coarse hair, e.g. legs, arms, body & Brazilian 

Perfect Pink 1000g £33.99 (£40.78 incl vat) 
 

This beautiful pink wax is formulated with titanium dioxide, an anti-irritant that is also 

known to enhance the skin’s natural protection from damaging UV rays, and virgin 

extracted pine resin. The creamy texture forms a flexible application that allows gentle       

removal. This wax can grip hairs as short as 1mm, so great for clients who have been 

shaving. 

Formulated from natural ingredients. 

* Suitable for short coarse hair, stubby hair from shaving, ingrown hair and stubborn fine 

hair. Face, underarm, fingers & toes, legs, Brazilian. 
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Hot Wax  

Perfect Rice 1000g £37.49 (£44.98 incl vat) 

Our Rice Wax is formulated with rice from Japan. This fantastic wax - with its low melting 

point - makes waxing a breeze. The vitamins from the rice, combined with the virgin 

extracted natural pine resin, moisturize the skin whilst you wax. This wax is suitable for 

sensitive areas such as the Brazilian. 

* Suitable for sensitive areas, gently removes fine long hairs. Legs, arms, back, chests and 

Brazilian. 

Perfect Scent 1000g £33.99 (£40.78 incl vat) 

This soothing aromatherapy wax is formulated with the scent of the rose. The strong 

polymers in this formulation allow for flexibility during application, and it doesn’t get brittle or 

break during removal. The grip is very tight, yet comfortable, even on the most sensitive 

areas. This wax is recommended for short and stubby hairs, two days after a shave. The 

lanolin in the wax soothes the skin during treatment. 

Formulated from natural ingredients. 

* Suitable for short coarse hair and clients who have been waxing regularly. Face, arms, 

legs, back & chest, Brazilian.  
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Strip Wax  

Crystal Wax 400ml £7.91 (£9.49 incl vat) 

A hypoallergenic formula that offers traditional warm waxing with a modern twist. Made from 

microcrystalline wax and containing salicylic acid, this wax does not dry on the skin. The 

salicylic acid helps to ease any pain, and reduce redness and spots which could arise post 

waxing. 

*Most suitable for larger body parts like legs and back. 

Speed Waxxxx 100ml £2.91 (£3.49 incl vat) 

This is our Crystal wax, but as a roll-on cartridge system. 

*Most suitable for legs, chest and back. 

Blue Paradise 400ml £7.08 (£8.49 incl vat) 

Say goodbye to painful and sticky strip waxing. The perfect blend of resin and beeswax in 
this formula makes waxing a breeze.  

 

*Most suitable for larger body parts like legs and back. 
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Pre/Post Care Professional  

Lavender Lotion 

500ml £7.91 (£9.49 incl vat) 

 

Begin the waxing protocol by using this lightly 

fragrant, gentle lotion to cleanse the desired 

areas. 
 

Post waxing, mix this solution with Jasmine Oil 

to remove any residues that may be left on the 

skin. 
 

(10% plant alcohol & 90% Lavender extract) 

Jasmin Oil 

500ml £7.91 (£9.49 incl vat) 

 

Applied before all WaxXXX treatments to create 

a protective barrier for the skin to prepare for 

the waxing treatment, and assists the easy re-

lease of wax and hair. 
 

Also used during post-waxing to remove wax 

residue. 
 

(Jasmine extract & almond oil extract) 

Refresh Mint Gel 

500ml £18.30 (£21.95 incl vat) 

 

The mint in this post wax soothing gel provides 

excellent antiseptic properties while calming 

down the skin. The cooling herb also stimulates 

the senses and improves the mood. A good 

dose can help increase blood circulation, 

effectively relieves itching and removes toxic 

congestion. 

 
(Made of natural ingredients, plant-based extract). 

Nourish Milk 

500ml £18.30 (£21.95 incl vat) 

 

This post wax lightweight moisturizing lotion is 

non-greasy, goes to work the minute you apply 

it, and it is scientifically proven to moisturise for 

up to 24 hours. For normal to dry skin, our 

dermatologically tested formula is quickly 

absorbed but stays with you all day and night. A 

non-sticky, rich moisturizing lotion to give a nice 

feel and glow to the skin after waxing. 
 

(Made of natural ingredients, plant-based extract). 
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Home Care (Retail) 

Rose Extract Body Scrub 

200ml £11.05 (£13.25 incl vat) 

 

This gentle scrub is made with exfoliating micro 

beads. Its foaming lather rinses off completely 

without leaving behind any residue, sweeping 

away dead skin cells thus assisting in the 

prevention of ingrown hair. Your skin is left 

feeling clean and refreshed. This scrub can be 

used with or without water. 

Anti-Ingrown Hair Lotion 

200ml £11.05 (£13.25 incl vat) 

 

Reduces ingrown hairs and red bumps after 

waxing. This slightly acidic serum contains 

allantoin which helps the skin to gently remove 

ingrown hair. The lotion allows the hair to break 

through the skin without obstruction. It also 

relieves the irritation that causes razor bumps. 

Women can use it on bikini line, underarms, 

legs and facial areas. Men can apply it on 

beards and neck area to remove shaving rash 

in days, and prevent its return. 

Hair Retard Mousse 

200ml £11.05 (£13.25 incl vat) 

 

This Papain rich mousse not only weakens hair 

and slows down the re-growth of new hair, but 

also acts as a skin exfoliator. Apply with a light 

massage 8 hrs after waxing. The Menthol in this 

light mousse is also soothing and refreshing; it 

works magic on a pair of tired legs! Women can 

use it on bikini line, underarms, legs, and facial 

areas. Men can apply it on beards and neck 

area. 

Hydro Whitening UV Body Milk 

200ml £11.05 (£13.25 incl vat) 

 

Rich in whitening properties from plant extracts, 

this emulsion progressively whitens the skin 

whilst preventing dehydration and loss of 

elasticity. Thanks to its light texture, it is easily 

applied and absorbed into the skin, and brings 

a softness and velvety touch to the epidermis 

without leaving a greasy or occlusive film. 
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Speciality Range  

Total Magic Solution Blemish Balm 

35ml £11.05 (£13.25 incl vat) 

 

WaxXXX Blemish Balm Cream is a 4-in-1 daily 

solution for an “anti-aging” concealer with sun 

protection factor. This cream contains plant 

extracts that are effective for: 

 

Lightening of skin discolouration 

Anti-wrinkle with moisturizing extracts 

SPF34/PA++ 

An effective foundation that blends into all skin 

types. 

 

Brazilian Soothing Mask 

5pcs £19.96 (£23.95 incl vat) 

 

A soothing and moisturizing mask designed for 

post-Brazilian waxing. The Trace Elements in 

the mask are derived through the state-of-the-

art Quantum Technology. This simply means 

that the active ingredients are now even smaller 

molecules, which rapidly speeds up absorption 

by the skin. This mask helps to repair the newly 

waxed skin, whilst tightening and brightening it. 

Leave on for at least 20 minutes. 

Anti-Aging Facial Mask 

10pcs £21.63 (£25.95 incl vat) 

 

This paraben free, hypoallergenic facial mask is 

made for all skin types to help restore the 

moisture and ph level of the skin. It contains anti

-aging ingredients to regenerate and rejuvenate 

tired skin cells, and contains natural plant 

extracts from the Orient. 

Hydrophillic Cleanser 

200ml £34.96 (£41.95 incl vat) 

 

This unique hydrophilic (water loving) cleanser, 

creates a skin friendly cleansing system which 

ensures a gentle yet thorough removal of make-

up, while leaving no oily residue on the skin. 

This cleanser is formulated with pure botanical 

ingredients and is suitable for all skin types, 

even for the most sensitive of skins.  
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Accessories 

Wax Pot 500ml £39.95 (£47.95 incl vat) Single Cartridge Warmer £24.99 (£29.98 incl vat) 

High Frequency Machine £83.30 (£99.95 incl vat) Travel Wax Pot Set £29.10 (£34.95 incl vat) 
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Education Programme 

The WaxXXX Waxing Academies started in 2006, and to date have trained more than 3000 WaxXXX experts in Singapore, Japan, Malaysia, 

Brunei, Indonesia, Philippines, China, Vietnam, India, Denmark and now the UK. We have developed 4 modules to help build and develop   

therapists and their businesses: 

 

Introduction to WaxXXX Techniques 

Requirements: NVQ Level 2/3 or equivalent. 

Course description: Designed as an introduction for all levels of waxers to the principles of WaxXXX techniques. This course comprises both 

theory and practical application  to the different body areas including: arms, legs, chest & back and bikini, as well as perfecting the strip wax 

technique on the entire body using both the Speed Waxxxx cartridge roller as well as normal warm wax application. 

2 day programme 

£249 (£298 incl vat) per therapist– various locations UK 

 

WaxXXX Advanced Brazilian/Hollywood Training 

Requirements: Therapists must have completed the “Introduction to WaxXXX Techniques” before attending this course. 

Course description: Learn all the amazing WaxXXX techniques which will make using this wax an absolute pleasure for you and your clients. 

We will show you how to treat your client from beginning to end, and teach you how to customise and perfect a bikini, high bikini, G-String, 

Brazilian and Hollywood using all of the WaxXXX hot waxes, as well as finding suitable shapes for your clients. You will leave at the end of the 

day with clear understanding of why WaxXXX is of a higher standard compared to any other wax for intimate area waxing, and what to do in 

any given situation should an issue arise with your client, as well as being able to offer your clients more than just a “landing strip”. 

1 day programme 

£169 (£203 incl vat) per therapist – various locations UK 
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Education Programme 

 

WaxXXX Male Brazilian/Hollywood Training 

Requirements: Therapists must have completed the “Introduction to WaxXXX Techniques” before attending this course. 

Male Brazilian/Hollywood waxing are high in demand, with very few salons offering this service. Learn all the amazing WaxXXX techniques 

which will make using this wax an absolute pleasure for you and your clients. We will show you how to treat your client from beginning to end, 

and teach you how to customise and perfect a male bikini, high bikini, G-String and Hollywood using all of the WaxXXX hot waxes. You will 

leave at the end of the day with a clear understanding of why WaxXXX is of a higher standard compared to any other wax for intimate area 

waxing, and what to do in any given situation should an issue occur with your client. 

1 day programme 

£185 (£222 incl vat) per therapist - various locations UK 

 

WaxXXX Advanced Facial Waxing 

Requirements: Therapists must have completed the “Introduction to WaxXXX Techniques” before attending this course. 

Who knew facial waxing could be so complicated? Learn how to master the perfect eyebrow waxing technique, how to wax hairlines and nape 

areas, nostril and ear waxing, as well as understand how to avoid redness and irritation when waxing certain sensitive facial areas on your 

clients. 

1 day programme 

£149 (£179 Incl vat) per therapist - various locations UK 

 

** The next training course will be held in London June 20th-24th with our wax expert direct from Singapore, Hazel Menon. 
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Cost/Revenue 

 

          Area Amount Of 

Wax (approx.) 
Treatments 

Per Kilo 

(approx) 

£ Cost Per 

Treatment inc 

VAT (approx) 

£ Cost 

Per Kilo 

inc VAT 

£ In Salon Treat-

ment Price inc 

VAT (approx) 

£ Sales  Per 

Kilo inc VAT 

(approx) 

Underarm 15-20gr 50 - 66 0.62 - 0.82 40.78 15 750 - 990 

Half Arm 40-50gr 20 - 25 1.63 - 2.04 40.78 22 440 - 550 

Full Arm 55-65gr 15 - 18 2.26 - 2.72 40.78 32 480 - 576 

Half Leg 55-65gr 15 - 18 2.26 - 2.72 40.78 32 480 - 576 

Full Leg 100-150gr 6 - 10 4.08 - 6.79 40.78 65 390 - 650 

Full Back 55-65gr 15 - 18 2.26 - 2.72 40.78 45 675 - 810 

Full Chest 55-65gr 15 - 18 2.26 - 2.72 40.78 45 675 - 810 

Bikini 15-20gr 50 - 66 0.62 - 0.82 40.78 20 1000 - 1320 

G-String 25-35gr 28 - 40 1.02 - 1.46 40.78 27 756 - 1080 

Brazilian 45-55gr 18 - 24 1.69 - 2.26 40.78 40 720 - 960 

Hollywood 48-58gr 17 - 21 2.26 - 2.72 40.78 45 765 - 945 
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Professional Salon Packages 

 

Pro Bronze 

 

Introduction to WaxXXX techniques 1 

500cc Heater 2 

Perfect Scent 1kg 2 

Perfect Pink 1kg 2 

Perfect Blue 1kg 2 

Perfect Rice  1kg 2 

Crystal Strip Wax 400ml 2 

Lavender Lotion 500ml 1 

Jasmin Oil 500ml 1 

Refresh Mint 500ml 1 

Nourish Milk 500ml 1 

Total Magic BB Cream 35ml 1 

Anti-Ingrown Hair 200ml 1 

 

Total £535 (incl VAT) 

 

Free Training 

Worth £298 
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Professional Salon Packages 

 

Pro Silver 

 

Introduction to WaxXXX techniques 1 

500cc Heater 5 

Perfect Scent 1kg 3 

Perfect Pink 1kg 3 

Perfect Blue 1kg 3 

Perfect Rice 1kg 3 

Crystal Strip Wax 400ml 3 

Lavender Lotion 500ml 2 

Jasmin Oil 500ml 2 

Refresh Mint 500ml 2 

Nourish Milk 500ml 2 

Total Magic BB Cream 35ml 2 

Anti-Ingrown Hair 200ml 2 

 

Total £940 (incl VAT) 

 

Free Training 

Worth £298 
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Professional Salon Packages 

 

Pro Gold 

In Salon 2 Day Training 8 

500cc Heater 10 

Perfect Scent 1kg 4 

Perfect Pink 1kg 4 

Perfect Blue 1kg 4 

Perfect Rice 1kg 4 

Crystal Strip Wax 400ml 4 

Lavender Lotion 500ml 4 

Jasmin Oil 500ml 4 

Refresh Mint 500ml 4 

Nourish Milk 500ml 4 

Total Magic BB Cream 35ml 4 

Anti-Ingrown Hair 200ml 4 

 

Total £1540 (incl VAT) 

 

Free Training 

Worth £2390 
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Professional Mobile Therapist 

 

 

 

Introduction to WaxXXX techniques 1 

Perfect Scent 1kg 1 

Perfect Pink 1kg 1 

Perfect Blue 1kg 1 

Perfect Rice 1kg 1 

Crystal Strip Wax 400ml 1 

Lavender Lotion 500ml 1 

Jasmin Oil 500ml 1 

Refresh Mint 500ml 1 

Nourish Milk 500ml 1 

 

Total £249 

 

Free Training 

Worth £298 
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Professional Barber 

 

 

WaxXXX Barber Training 1 

Travel Wax Heater  1 

Perfect Scent 1kg 1 

Lavender Lotion 500ml 1 

Jasmin Oil 500ml 1 

Tweezer 1 

Wax Strip (100) 1 

Small Spatlua (100) 1 

 

Total £99 

 

Free Online 

Training 

Worth £50 


